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Motivated by the recent discovery of the Higgs boson at mh  126 GeV and also by the non-observation
of superparticles at the LHC, high-scale SUSY, where the superparticles are as heavy as O (10) TeV, has
been recently proposed. We study lepton-ﬂavor violations (LFVs) in the high-scale SUSY with right-
handed neutrinos. Even if the slepton masses are of O (10) TeV, the renormalization group (RG) effects on
the slepton mass-squared matrix may induce large enough LFVs which are within the reach of future LFV
experiments. We also discuss the implication of the right-handed neutrinos on the electroweak symmetry
breaking in such a model, and show that the parameter region with the successful electroweak symmetry
breaking is enlarged by the RG effects due to the right-handed neutrinos.
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.The recent results of the LHC experiments have provided impor-
tant information about the physics at the TeV scale. Given the fact
that supersymmetry is a prominent candidate of the physics be-
yond the standard model, the observed Higgs boson mass about
126 GeV [1,2] together with the lack of any observation of su-
perparticles [3,4] strongly suggests that the SUSY-breaking scale
is likely higher than O (10) TeV [5–8] in the minimal SUSY stan-
dard model (MSSM). If this is the case, it may be very diﬃcult to
discover directly superparticles at the LHC.
The purpose of this Letter is to show that, with the seesaw
mechanism [9–11], the rates of lepton-ﬂavor-violation (LFV) pro-
cesses may be within the testable ranges even if the mass scale of
the superparticles is very high as suggested by the observed Higgs
mass. Indeed, for the case where the off-diagonal elements of the
slepton mass-squared matrix are sizable compared to the diagonal
elements, two of the authors have pointed out that the rates of
the LFV processes may be within the reach of future experiments
if the masses of superparticles are O (10) TeV [12]. (For other re-
cent related works, see, for example, [13,14].) In [12], the source
of the off-diagonal elements of the slepton mass matrix is unspec-
iﬁed. In this study, we concentrate on the case where the effect
of the lepton-ﬂavor violation is only via the neutrino Yukawa in-
teraction. We will show that sizable off-diagonal elements can be
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there exist heavy right-handed neutrinos [15–17], and that the LFV
rates can become large enough to be observed. To show this, we
adopt the universal SUSY-breaking soft masses for all chiral mul-
tiplets at the GUT scale. The choice of the universal scalar mass
also makes the explicit calculation of the Higgs mass possible.1
We will see that, in the parameter region of our interest (i.e., the
region with the sfermion masses of ∼10 TeV, where the lightest
Higgs mass becomes about 126 GeV), Br(μ → eγ ) can be as large
as ∼10−13–10−14, which may be tested in future experiments.
We also show that the presence of the heavy right-handed neu-
trinos enlarge the parameter space for the successful electroweak
symmetry breaking. It is often the case that the electroweak sym-
metry breaking becomes unsuccessful if the scalar masses are
much larger than the gaugino masses. In particular, this is the case
in the pure gravity mediation model [19–21] with the universal
SUSY-breaking soft masses at the GUT scale; in such a model, only
a very narrow region of the gravitino mass, m3/2  300–1500 TeV,
can induce the correct electroweak symmetry breaking if the right-
handed neutrinos do not exist [25]. Here, we ﬁnd that the elec-
troweak symmetry breaking becomes possible with smaller value
of m3/2.
Let us ﬁrst introduce the model of our interest. As we have
mentioned, we consider SUSY model with right-handed (s)neutri-
nos. Denoting the up-type Higgs, lepton doublet, and right-handed
1 The assumption of the universal scalar mass is also advantageous to avoid se-
rious SUSY FCNC problems [18]; in particular, the SUSY contribution to the K
parameter can be suﬃciently suppressed in this assumption.ts reserved.
T. Moroi et al. / Physics Letters B 728 (2014) 342–346 343neutrino as Hu , l, and Nc , respectively, the relevant part of the su-
perpotential for our analysis is
W = WMSSM + yν,I jNcI l j Hu +
1
2
MN,I J N
c
I N
c
J , (1)
where WMSSM is the superpotential of the MSSM, and the indices
I and j are ﬂavor indices which run 1–3. With the above superpo-
tential, the active neutrinos become massive in the seesaw mech-
anism [9–11]; the mass matrix of the active neutrinos is given by
Mν,i j =
[
U TMNS diag(mνL ,1,mνL ,2,mνL ,3)UMNS
]
i j
= 1
2
yν,I i yν, J j v
2 sin2 β
(
M−1N
)
I J , (2)
where v  246 GeV is the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of the
Higgs boson, and β is the angle parametrizing the Higgs VEVs
(with tanβ being the ratio of the VEVs of up- and down-type
Higgs bosons). Here, mνL ,i are mass eigenvalues of active neutri-
nos. From neutrino-oscillation experiments, we have information
about the mass-squared differences. In our analysis, concentrating
on the case of hierarchical mass matrix for active neutrinos, we
adopt the following as canonical values [26]:
mνL ,3 =
√
m2atom = 0.048 eV, (3)
mνL ,2 =
√
m2solar = 0.0087 eV, (4)
mνL ,1  0. (5)
In addition, UMNS is the so-called Maki–Nakagawa–Sakata (MNS)
matrix, which we parametrize
UMNS
=
( c12c13 s12c13 s13e−iδ
−s12c23 − c12s23s13eiδ c12c23 − s12s23s13eiδ s23c13
s12s23 − c12c23s13eiδ −c12s23 − s12c23s13eiδ c23c13
)
× diag(1, eiα21/2, eiα31/2), (6)
where ci j ≡ cos θi j , si j ≡ sin θi j . In our numerical calculation, we
take [26]
s12 = 0.56, s23 = 0.71, s13 = 0.16, (7)
and
δ = 0. (8)
In addition, in order to capture the most important features of
the present model, we consider the case that the Majorana mass
matrix of right-handed neutrinos has universal structure as2
MN,I J = MNδI J , (9)
and that the neutrino Yukawa matrix is given in the following
form:
yν,I j =
√
2MNmνL ,I [UMNS]I j
v sinβ
. (10)
Notice that, with the above assumptions, the parameters α21 and
α31 are irrelevant for the following analysis.
The soft SUSY breaking terms relevant for our following discus-
sion are given by
2 As long as MN3 is large enough (MN3 ∼ O (1015) GeV), the following discussion
is almost unchanged even if we choose hierarchical right-handed neutrino masses,
MN1,2  MN3 . Thus, the present discussion is applicable to the case compatible with
the leptogenesis [27], which requires MN1 ∼ O (109−10) GeV.L(soft) = L(soft)MSSM +m2N˜c,I J N˜c∗I N˜cJ +
(
Aν,I j N˜
c
I l˜ j Hu + h.c.
)
, (11)
where L(soft)MSSM contains the SUSY breaking terms of the MSSM.
As we have mentioned, we consider the case where the SUSY
FCNC problems are solved by the assumption of the universal
scalar mass. In addition, we assume that the tri-linear scalar cou-
pling constant is proportional to the corresponding Yukawa cou-
pling constant, like in the case of mSUGRA, at the scale where
the boundary condition is imposed. Thus, with tanβ being ﬁxed,
the soft SUSY breaking parameters related to the scalars are
parametrized by the following parameters:
m0, a0, (12)
where m0 is the universal scalar mass and a0 is the coeﬃcient
of the tri-linear scalar coupling (normalized by m0 as well as by
the corresponding Yukawa coupling constant). In our analysis, we
impose the boundary condition at the GUT scale MGUT, which is
taken to be 2× 1016 GeV.
The neutrino Yukawa coupling constants yν change the RG run-
nings of soft SUSY breaking parameters, which may affect the low-
energy phenomenology. In particular, above the mass scale of the
right-handed neutrinos, the soft SUSY breaking mass-squared pa-
rameters of left-handed leptons m2
l˜,i j
may be signiﬁcantly affected.
To see this, it is instructive to see the RG equations (RGEs) of those
parameters; at the one-loop level, the RGEs above the scale of the
right-handed neutrinos are given by
dm2
l˜,i j
d ln Q
=
[ dm2
l˜,i j
d ln Q
]
MSSM
+ 1
16π2
[(
m2
l˜
y†ν yν + y†ν yνm2l˜
)
+ 2(y†νm2N˜c yν + y†ν yνm2Hu + A†ν Aν)]i j, (13)
where [dm2
l˜,i j
/d ln Q ]MSSM denotes the MSSM contribution to the
RGE, m2Hu is the soft SUSY breaking mass-squared parameter of up-
type Higgs, and Q is the renormalization scale. Then, we can easily
see that the off-diagonal elements m2
l˜,i j
become non-vanishing at
low energy even if the universality assumption is adopted at the
GUT scale. Indeed, with the scalar masses being universal at the
GUT scale, the low-energy values of m2
l˜,i j
are estimated as
m2
l˜,i j
m20
[
δi j − (y
†
ν yν)i j
16π2
(
6+ 2a20
)
ln
MGUT
MN
]
, (14)
where we have used the one-iteration approximation. (Here, MN
denotes the mass scale of the right-handed neutrinos; see the fol-
lowing discussion.) As one can see, the off-diagonal elements of
m2
l˜,i j
, which become the origin of the LFV processes, are generated
through the RG effects.
Another important effect is on the evolution of m2Hu ; the RGE
of m2Hu above the mass scale of the right-handed neutrinos is
dm2Hu
d ln Q
=
[
dm2Hu
d ln Q
]
MSSM
+ 2
16π2
tr
[
y†ν yνm
2
Hu + y†ν yνm2l˜
+ yν y†νm2N˜c + A
†
ν Aν
]
. (15)
The change of the RGE may affect the condition of the electroweak
symmetry breaking, as we discuss below.
In order to discuss the phenomenology at the electroweak scale
(and below), we evaluate the low-energy values of the soft SUSY
breaking parameters by solving the RGEs numerically. The value of
344 T. Moroi et al. / Physics Letters B 728 (2014) 342–346the SUSY invariant Higgs mass (so-called μ parameter) is deter-
mined by solving the condition of electroweak symmetry breaking.
Let us ﬁrst consider the LFVs mainly induced by the off-
diagonal elements of m2
l˜,i j
. The values of m2
l˜,i j
(with i = j) are sen-
sitive to model parameters; in particular, they are approximately
linearly dependent on the mass scale of the right-handed neutri-
nos with the masses of active neutrinos being ﬁxed. (See Eq. (2).)
For the case where the gaugino masses are equal to m0 at the
GUT scale, for example, (m2
l˜,12
/m20, m
2
l˜,23
/m20, m
2
l˜,13
/m20) is about
(−5.0 × 10−4, −1.3 × 10−3, −1.5 × 10−4), (−3.5 × 10−3, −9.1 ×
10−3, −1.0× 10−3), and (−1.9× 10−2, −5.0× 10−2, −5.5× 10−3)
for MN = 1013 GeV, 1014 GeV, and 1015 GeV, respectively; if all
the gaugino masses are much smaller than m0, we obtain (−6.8×
10−4, −1.8 × 10−3, −2.0 × 10−4), (−4.7 × 10−3, −1.2 × 10−2,
−1.4 × 10−3), and (−2.6 × 10−2, −7.9 × 10−2, −7.7 × 10−3) for
MN = 1013 GeV, 1014 GeV, and 1015 GeV, respectively. One can see
that the off-diagonal elements become sizable in particular when
MN is close to ∼ 1015 GeV, with which the largest Yukawa cou-
pling constant is ∼ 1.
To see how large the LFV rates can be, we calculate Br(μ → eγ )
in the present setup. Here, to make our discussion concrete, we
concentrate on two typical models for the choice of the gaugino
masses.
1. mSUGRA model: If there exists a singlet ﬁeld in the SUSY
breaking sector, gaugino masses can dominantly originate from
the direct interaction between the singlet ﬁeld and the gaug-
ino. Then, assuming that the interaction respects the GUT sym-
metry, we parametrize
M(mSUGRA)A (Q = MGUT) = M1/2. (16)
The low-energy values of the gaugino masses are determined
by solving the RGEs with the above boundary condition.
2. Pure gravity mediation model [19–21]: If there is no singlet
ﬁeld in the SUSY breaking sector, gaugino masses may be
dominantly from the effect of anomaly-mediated SUSY break-
ing (AMSB) [28,29]; if the pure anomaly-mediation contribu-
tion dominates, we obtain3
M(AMSB)A = −
bA g2A
16π2
m3/2, (17)
where bA denote coeﬃcients of the RGEs of gA , i.e., bA =
(−11,−1,3).
In both cases, the scalar masses are assumed to be universal at the
GUT scale. Requiring successful electroweak symmetry breaking,
other MSSM parameters (i.e., μ- and Bμ-parameters) are deter-
mined. Thus, with tanβ being ﬁxed, the low-energy values of the
MSSM parameters are given as functions of m0, a0, sign(μ), and
M1/2 or m3/2.
In the present setup, we can also calculate the lightest Higgs
boson mass mh , which is now known to be about 126 GeV. Here,
we use the renormalization group analysis to evaluate the Higgs
mass. Because we are interested in the case where the superparti-
cles are much heavier than standard-model particles, we adopt the
standard model as a low-energy effective theory below the scale
of superparticles. We determine the boundary conditions for the
standard-model parameters at the scale of superparticles (which
is taken to be the geometric mean of the stop masses) taking
3 If the μ parameter is as large as m0, there may exist a sizable contribution to
the gaugino masses via the Higgs–Higgsino loop [29,19]. We neglect such a contri-
bution in the present analysis.Fig. 1. Br(μ → eγ ) as functions of the universal scalar mass m0 and tanβ for
MN = 1 × 1015 GeV, M1/2 = m0, a0 = 0 and sign(μ) > 0 in the mSUGRA model.
Numbers in the ﬁgure are the values of Br(μ → eγ ). Dark (light) green region sat-
isﬁes 125 GeV < mh < 127 GeV (124 GeV < mh < 128 GeV) and dashed two lines
show mh = 120 GeV,130 GeV. For small tanβ , gray region is excluded by the non-
perturbativity of the top Yukawa coupling. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this Letter.)
account of the one-loop threshold corrections. Then, we use two-
loop renormalization group equation to evaluate the Higgs quartic
coupling at the electroweak scale which gives the Higgs mass. (For
details, see [30].)
In Fig. 1, we show the contours of constant Br(μ → eγ ) on
m0 vs. tanβ plane for the mSUGRA case. Here, we take M1/2 =
m0. In addition, we adopt MN = 1 × 1015 GeV, with which the
largest eigenvalue of the neutrino Yukawa matrix is 1.33 and 1.23
for tanβ = 3 and 10, respectively. We can see that Br(μ → eγ )
can be as large as O (10−13) or larger in the parameter region
where the Higgs mass becomes about 126 GeV. (Notice that, for
the case where the μ to e transition is dominantly induced by
m2
l˜,12
, Br(μ → eγ ) is approximately proportional to M2N , as in-
dicated by Eq. (10).) With the experimental bound of Br(μ →
eγ ) < 5.7 × 10−13 recently reported by the MEG experiment [31],
some of the parameter region (with large tanβ) is already ex-
cluded even if m0 is as large as ∼ 10 TeV. In the future, the MEG
upgrade experiment is expected to improve the sensitivity up to
Br(μ → eγ ) < 6 × 10−14 [32], which gives better converge of the
parameter space.
As well as the μ → eγ process, other LFV reactions may also
occur. In particular, in the present model, μ → 3e and μ–e con-
version processes can be signiﬁcant. If the LFV processes are dom-
inated by the dipole-type operator, which is the case when tanβ
is relatively large, Br(μ → 3e) and the rate of the μ–e conversion
Rμe are both approximately proportional to Br(μ → eγ ). For the
μ → 3e process, we obtain Br(μ → 3e)  6.6×10−3 ×Br(μ → eγ )
[33]. The ratio Rμe/Br(μ → eγ ) depends on the nucleus N used
for the conversion process; the ratio Rμe/Br(μ → eγ ) is approxi-
mately given by 2.5× 10−3 for N being 1327Al [34].
With the proportionality factor given above, the current bounds
on the μ → 3e and the μ–e conversion processes give less se-
vere constraints compared to the μ → eγ process. In the fu-
ture, however, several experiments may improve the bound on
these processes. For example, the Mu3e experiment may cover
Br(μ → 3e) ∼ 10−15–10−16 [35]. For the μ–e conversion process,
Mu2e [36] and COMET [37] experiments may reach Rμe ∼ 10−17
T. Moroi et al. / Physics Letters B 728 (2014) 342–346 345Fig. 2. Br(μ → eγ ) as functions of m0 and tanβ for MN = 3 × 1015 GeV
and m0 = m3/2 in the pure gravity mediation model. Numbers in the ﬁgure
are the values of Br(μ → eγ ). Dark (light) green region satisﬁes 125 GeV <
mh < 127 GeV (124 GeV < mh < 128 GeV) and dashed two lines show mh =
120 GeV,130 GeV. For small tanβ , gray region is excluded by the non-
perturbativity of the top Yukawa coupling. For large tanβ , there is no correct elec-
troweak symmetry breaking minimum in the gray region. The upper (lower) dotted
line shows the upper bounds on tanβ by correct electroweak symmetry breaking
conditions for MN = 1015 GeV(1010 GeV). (For interpretation of the references to
color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this Letter.)
with N = 2713Al, while PRISM/PRIME project [37] may have a sen-
sitivity up to Rμe ∼ 10−19. Thus, these experiments may provide
more stringent constraint on the model of our interest. In other
words, even if all the superparticles are at the scale of O (10) TeV,
the LFV processes may have large enough rates to be detected at
future experiments.
Next, we consider the situation with smaller gaugino masses;
for this purpose, we adopt the pure gravity mediation model
where the gaugino masses are given by the AMSB and m0 =m3/2.
In this case, the electroweak symmetry breaking becomes unsuc-
cessful in large tanβ region unless the neutrino Yukawa coupling
constant becomes very large. (For detail, see the following discus-
sion.) Thus, we take mN = 3 × 1015 GeV, for which the largest
eigenvalue of the neutrino Yukawa matrix yν,max becomes ∼ 2.
(For such a case, we checked that y2ν,max/4π is smaller than 1 up
to the GUT scale.) The branching ratio for the μ → eγ process is
shown in Fig. 2. Even in this case, we can see that Br(μ → eγ )
can be as large as O (10−13) or larger even if we require that
mh  126 GeV.
In the case of AMSB-type gaugino masses, it should be noted
that the negative searches for the gluino signals at the LHC im-
pose signiﬁcant constraint on m3/2; M3  1.1–1.2 TeV [38] re-
quires m3/2  40 TeV. If m0 =m3/2, tanβ is required to be smaller
than ∼ 5 to realize mh  126 GeV; if so, as we can see in Fig. 2,
LFV rates are so small that experimental conﬁrmation of the LFV
processes become really challenging even in future experiments.
For non-minimal Kahler potential, we do not have to adopt the re-
lation m0 =m3/2; if so we may have a chance to observe the LFV
processes at future experiments even in the case with AMSB-type
gaugino masses.
Next, we discuss the electroweak symmetry breaking in the
present model, because the existence of right-handed neutrinos
may have important effect on it [22–24]. In Fig. 2, we can see that
the successful electroweak symmetry breaking can be realized inFig. 3. Br(μ → eγ ) as functions of MN and M1/2/m0 for m0 = 20 TeV, tanβ =
10, a0 = 0 and sun(μ) > 0 in the mSUGRA model. Numbers in the ﬁgure are
the values of Br(μ → eγ ). Dark (light) green region satisﬁes 125 GeV < mh <
127 GeV (124 GeV < mh < 128 GeV) and dashed line shows mh = 130 GeV. For
small MN , there is no correct electroweak symmetry breaking minimum in the gray
region. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this Letter.)
the region with large tanβ; such a region does not exist in the
case without right-handed neutrinos [25].
In fact, it is a generic feature that, with too large universal
scalar mass compared to the gaugino masses, electroweak sym-
metry breaking does not occur unless tanβ is O(1). This is due to
the fact that, with large m0 and small M1/2, it becomes diﬃcult to
realize negative m2Hu , which is essential for the electroweak sym-
metry breaking. Because m2Hu > 0 at high scale and also because
the RG running of m2Hu terminates at the scale of scalar fermions
(which is of the order of m0), m0 should be small enough to make
m2Hu negative by the RG effect. In the present case, m
2
Hu
is driven
to negative by the Yukawa interactions. If right-handed neutrinos
do not exist, m2Hu < 0 is realized by the top Yukawa interaction
whose effect is more enhanced for smaller tanβ because the top
Yukawa coupling constant is proportional to ∼ 1/ sinβ (above the
mass scale of superparticles). As a result, for large m0, smaller
value of tanβ is required to have successful electroweak symme-
try breaking if M1/2 is relatively small. (If M1/2 is comparable to
m0, the RG effect enhances the stop masses because of the large
gluino mass. In such a case, the enhanced stop masses make it
easier to realize m2Hu < 0.) If there exist right-handed neutrinos,
the neutrino Yukawa interactions also reduce the low-energy value
of m2Hu , as indicated by Eq. (15); with the high-scale (like the
GUT-scale) value of m2Hu being ﬁxed, the low-scale value of m
2
Hu
becomes smaller compared to the case without right-handed neu-
trinos. Thus, in models with large scalar masses, the existence of
right-handed neutrinos signiﬁcantly changes the condition of the
electroweak symmetry breaking.
To see the effect of right-handed neutrinos, in Fig. 3, we show
the parameter region where electroweak symmetry breaking suc-
cessfully occurs in the case of mSUGRA-type boundary condi-
tion on MN vs. M1/2/m0 plane. (Here, we take tanβ = 10 and
m0 = 20 TeV.) We can see that, with larger value of MN (corre-
sponding to larger neutrino Yukawa coupling constant), successful
electroweak symmetry breaking becomes possible in the parame-
ter region with the gaugino masses much smaller than m0. This
346 T. Moroi et al. / Physics Letters B 728 (2014) 342–346fact indicates that lighter gluino mass becomes allowed in models
with right-handed neutrinos, which makes LHC searches for super-
particles easier. In the same ﬁgure, we also show the contours of
constant Br(μ → eγ ). We can see that, in the region of success-
ful electroweak symmetry breaking newly allowed by the effect of
right-handed neutrinos, the LFV rates can be sizable and may be
within the reach of future experiments.
In summary, we have discussed the LFV rates in SUSY model
in which superparticles (in particular, sfermions) are as heavy as
O (10–100) TeV. The observed Higgs boson mass of 126 GeV sug-
gests the relatively high scale SUSY breaking with such a mass
spectrum. In this Letter, we show that lepton ﬂavor violating pro-
cesses such as μ → eγ can be in a region accessible to future
experiments if the gaugino masses are of order of gravitino mass
and the right-handed neutrino mass is O (1015) GeV suggested by
the GUT-like seesaw mechanism. On the other hand, they are more
suppressed in the pure gravity mediation model and it may be
very challenging to observe the lepton-ﬂavor violation in near fu-
ture experiments. However, the gluino mass can be as small as a
few TeV in this model which can be testable at future LHC experi-
ments [39,40].4
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